Mustapha B. Mugisa, Mr. Strategy
Assess. Change. Transform (ACT)
Mustapha B. Mugisa is one of those rare people who provides
value based consulting to professionals and corporate entities
who demand the very best. He is a proliﬁc speaker, risk and
strategy expert. His speaking involves making keynotes at major
conferences and business events on technical subjects especially
Risk, Security and Strategy

contact Mustapha today
strategy@summitcl.com
mugisa@mustaphamugisa.com
+256 782 610333

Mustapha provides tools and proven methodologies to
remarkable results through making people appreciate change.
For a change, have Mustapha speak to your Board, SMT, or staﬀ
for bold insights to transform by causing your team to ACT.

www.mustaphamugisa.com

About the Book
What others say about Mustapha
“When you have lost faith in this country, and
then you meet Mustapha B Mugisa [summit
consulting strategy expert], he changes your
view. He is one of the best strategy experts I
have met.”
Joint Medical Store, Board Chairman.
“Mustapha, your presentation about Winning
The Game to my team during our strategic
planning retreat was one of its kind. It was a
game-changer. I like such out of the box
insights that change almost everything that
one knew about the business. Keep it up and
thanks for the great work.
Anthony Githuka, Managing Director, UAP
Life Assurance.
"Mustapha is a proliﬁc speaker with special talent of
keeping everyone on the edge of their seats leaning
forward to listen to your next word. Our Board
appreciated a lot your facilitation at our strategic
retreat and you challenged all of us. " Thank you.
Jacqueline Kaggwa, Head, PDU; Uganda Printing
& Publishing Corporation.

“Mustapha’s sessions are eﬀective learning process.
He is rich in content and great presenter with
transformational narratives.”
Reverend Benjamin K. Okwir
Board Member, Uganda Protestant Medical
Bureau
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“7 Tools of an Eﬀective Board Member” brings to
fore sins to avoid while a board member, how to
be discovered if you are presumed a valued
board member and indeed those tools you will
require to be eﬀective on company boards.
For eﬀective board governance to gain traction,
this book is an essential reference for
policymakers, regulators and more crucially,
corporate governance practitioners.
Visit summitcl.com/boardtools to
pre-order Mustapha’s new book

Mustapha as a Keynote Speaker
Invite Mustapha as a keynote speaker or strategy facilitator and discover
the tools that will help you:

Formulate an organic strategy that is easy to execute and monitor.
Align the strategy, to your structure and the balanced score card
for eﬀective execution and performance measurement.
Set clear objectives linked to activities to KPIs, and responsibilities
clearly linked to your strategy and strategic areas of focus.
Align your structure and team eﬀort to your strategy and motivate
your people.
Empower staﬀ to know their role in the journey so that they are
clearly focused.
Remember the measure of any great strategy is in the ease of its
execution.
Do you want to breathe life into your strategic planning process? visit;
www.mustaphamugisa.com or call +256 782 610333

“A great initiative, making it a must-read for anyone starting board affairs in developing
economies as well as developed economies. The book empowers any reader with
insights to transition from mediocrity to super performance in the boardroom. The writer
navigates the current practices well and allows the reader and board practitioners
to learn from past mistakes and systematically grow corporate governance aspects
within the business practices, empowering the board practitioners to explore what
works for the entity at hand.
However, the writer has been caught in the web of prescriptive solutions by way of
seven tools which may not be the magical solution for improving board governance
in all scenarios.”
Derick Nkajja, Chief Executive Officer, Institute of Certified Public Accountants of
Uganda.

The system by which organizations are governed and controlled is increasingly
gaining importance in both public and private companies. A number of recent
corporate challenges across several sectors have amplified governance failures
calling for scrutiny beyond regulation. This thought-provoking book offers an incisive
examination of corporate governance from both a historical and contemporary point
of view. Exploring the key tenets of governance with a blend of Uganda’s corporate
environment, the author identifies the strengths in application of the core governance
principles. I highly recommend it for your useful and sustainable leadership benefit.
Michael Mugabi, President, Institute of Corporate Governance of Uganda.

The 7 Tools of an Effective Board Member book provides the much-needed insight
into what is required and happens at the Board. It is a must-read for all those aspiring
to promote good board practices.
Haruna Musinguzi, Finance Director, Uganda Communications Commission

“The 7 Tools of an Effective Board Member is quite enlightening on the process of a
board obtaining the high standard of corporate governance. I would recommend this
book for institutions that are setting up linkages with their subsidiaries and to board
members who wish to make an impact on their organizations. This book is a mustread.”
Hamu Mugenyi, Board Chairman, Uganda Development Corporation.

